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A B S T R A C T

Analogical reasoning is essential for acquiring and integrating new knowledge and skills. Although much research has focused on this important skill, children's paths from non-analogical to analogical reasoning remain unclear. In this study, 388 children (ages 4-10 years) solved a series of figural analogies within a pretest-training-posttest design, with training comprising either multiple tries (N = 196) or tutoring feedback (N = 192). Working memory tasks were also administered. Latent transition analyses identified five phases with qualitative individual differences in children's analogy solving: duplication, idiosyncratic, beginner analogical, intermediate analogical and advanced analogical reasoning. Children's paths through these phases were not sequential; there was great variability between children and how they progressed through these phases. Working memory was related to children's reasoning phase at pretest, but not to their rate and path of change. Age and the type of feedback received during training were the clearest indicators of children's learning paths and rates of change.

1. Introduction

Analogical reasoning, the ability to recognize and use similarities and to generalize information from known situations to new ones, is essential for acquiring and integrating new knowledge and skills (Alexander, Jablansky, Singer, & Dumas, 2016). Children from a young age appear capable of reasoning by analogy (Goswami & Brown, 1990a; Rattermann & Gentner, 1998). However, factors such as lack of relational knowledge (Goswami, 1991), limited ability to shift focus from associative or perceptual features to relational features (Gentner, 1988; Hosenfeld, van der Maas, & van den Boom, 1997; Sternberg & Rifkin, 1979), and limited processing capacity (Halford, Wilson, & Phillips, 1998; Richland, Morrison, & Holyoak, 2006) form bottlenecks in its application. We know that children use a variety of approaches when learning to solve figural analogies and the most prominent approach prior to complete analogical reasoning is duplication, in which a copy of one of the problem elements is given as the solution (Siegler & Svetina, 2002; Tunteler, Pronk, & Resing, 2008). However, it is unclear which children transition when and how from being unable to correctly solve analogies to mastering analogical reasoning. The goal of this study was to shed light on individual learning phases and paths in the acquisition of figural analogical reasoning. In order to achieve this, we used dynamic testing, a microgenetic method of assessing cognitive ability and potential by including training in the assessment process, to observe and accelerate development (Elliott, Grigorenko, & Resing, 2010).

Analogical reasoning development is often examined with classical figural analogy tasks (see Fig. 1 for an example). The problem structure is usually described as A:B::C:, where A-C represent subsequent problem elements (e.g., in Fig. 1, A is the figure with two small blue elements, B is the yellow elephant, C is the picture of two blue horses and the ? is the empty box that needs to be solved). Usually multiple-choice items are used (e.g., Chen et al., 2016; Siegler & Svetina, 2002). In the current study we used a constructed-response format which does not overly limit the children's solution choices and thereby provides a better picture of how they solve analogies (Stevenson, Heiser, & Resing, 2016). Constructed-response figural analogies can be solved by first encoding the objects on relevant dimensions (e.g., “two small blue elephants facing left”), then integrating the similarities and differences on these dimensions for each of the problem elements (e.g., “one of the elephants has gone away, it changed color, and looks the other way”), and finally mapping the pattern of changes in these dimensions (both horizontal and vertical) to mentally and physically construct the solution to the problem (Chen et al., 2016; Sternberg & Rifkin, 1979).

In order to successfully complete the first two steps in analogy solving, encoding and inference, children must be familiar with the problem elements and the relations between them (Goswami, 1989, 1991). Children as young as 4-years-old can solve figural analogies, choosing relational similarities above associative or perceptual similarities, when they are familiar with the causal relations in the problem domain (Goswami & Brown, 1990a). However, when solving figural
analogies younger children generally choose duplicate solutions (i.e., copy of one of the matrix elements), a response based on perceptual rather than relational similarity. Siegler and Svetina (2002) attributed this to difficulty in encoding the relations required to solve the matrix. However, more recent studies in which children receive specific feedback on the relevant relations show that 5–6 year-olds are capable of encoding and representing these relations, and can become quite successful in solving figural analogies after just a few training sessions (Chen et al., 2016; Resing, Bakker, Pronk, & Elliott, 2017; Siegler & Svetina, 2002; Stevenson, Hickendorff, Resing, Heiser, & de Boeck, 2013; Tzuriel & Klein, 1985). Gentner (1988) proposed that a “relational shift” takes place in analogical reasoning where children’s representations of relations between analogy elements shift from simple feature comparisons (e.g., ‘This elephant is bigger than that one.’) to more abstract relational structures (e.g., ‘The elephants differ in size.’) and that this “relational shift”, rather than purely a question of age, steers the development of analogical reasoning (Gentner, Rattermann, Markman, & Kotovsky, 1995).

Improved executive functions, particularly working memory and inhibition control, is also considered a fulcrum for the transition from non-analogical to analogical reasoning in children (Halford et al., 1998; Morrison, Doumas, & Richland, 2011; Ropovik et al., 2016; Thibaut & French, 2016). Thibaut and French (2016) argue that young children have difficulty temporarily inhibiting the initial goal of the task ‘Find the figure that goes with C [in the same way as A goes to B]’ based on their research on the development of semantic analogy solving. This may also explain why children solve figural analogies with duplicates of C, although this is dependent upon instruction. Richland et al. (2006) argue that young children have difficulty inhibiting perceptual similarities and therefore choose perceptual distractors above relational solutions. This account is less dependent upon instruction and could explain why children choose a duplicate in multiple-choice items. Less clear is how children respond to constructed-response items, where duplicates must be constructed rather than uninhibitedly chosen.

The last step in analogical reasoning, where relational similarities between two of the figures are mapped onto the remaining figure to construct the solution (i.e., the mapping and solving step), is considered very taxing for working memory as the mentally constructed solution must be retained in memory while selecting or constructing figures to answer the problem (Chen et al., 2016; Grossnickle, Dumas, Alexander, & Bagetta, 2016; Sternberg & Rifkin, 1979). The processing capacity perspective easily explains why many children solve figural analogies with a partially correct solution – where although most changes from the A to B term are correctly mapped to the solution, one or two are “forgotten”. Furthermore, a plethora of studies have shown that children’s working memory capacity and analogical reasoning ability are strongly related (e.g., Engel de Abreu, Conway, & Gathercole, 2010; Hornung, Brunner, Reuter, & Martin, 2011; Kail, 2007). However, an open question is whether working memory is related to children’s progression when learning to solve figural analogies, i.e., whether it can predict which children will transition from non-analogical strategies to full analogical reasoning. Some microgenetic, longitudinal and dynamic

Fig. 1. A screenshot of a figural matrix analogy from Animalogica (Stevenson, Hickendorff, et al., 2013). Note that the solutions at the bottom are not multiple-choice options but, four examples of different types of solutions children provided.
testing studies show that working memory is linked to performance improvement from pretest to posttest (e.g., Stevenson, 2017; Stevenson, Heiser, & Resing, 2013), whereas other studies indicate that it is not (e.g., Resing et al., 2017; Stevenson, Hickendorff, et al., 2013; Tunteler et al., 2008). Differences in working memory measures, age-group, sample size, design, training format or analysis technique do not explain these contradictory findings. Interestingly, there is little evidence that training working memory transfers to improvement in nonverbal problem solving, including analogical reasoning (e.g., Melby-Lervåg & Hulme, 2013), which weighs the evidence more in support of working memory not being the developmental mechanism driving the development of analogical reasoning.

The relational knowledge and processing capacity perspectives of analogical reasoning development combined provide many insights into the mechanisms of analogical reasoning development. Simulations with LISA, an influential computational model of analogical reasoning, imply that relational knowledge drives early development in analogical reasoning and that inhibition control and processing capacity form the bottleneck in later analogy solving (Morrison et al., 2011), and this hypothesis has received support from behavioral studies (Richland & Burchinal, 2013). However, neither perspective informs us about the phases and transitions that children go through when learning to solve analogies. In order to examine this further we turn to microgenetic and dynamic testing studies of children’s analogical reasoning development; these have shown that children can learn to solve figural analogues spontaneously with practice (Hosenfeld et al., 1997; Tunteler et al., 2008; Tunteler & Resing, 2002) and that this can be accelerated with various forms of training (Cheshire, Muldoon, Francis, Lewis, & Ball, 2007; Siegler & Svetina, 2002; Stevenson, Hickendorff, et al., 2013; Tzuriel & George, 2009). Although each study has shown large variation in the acquisition rate and path, learning to solve figural analogies appears to occur in at least three phases: (1) non-analogical reasoning characterized by duplicate solutions; (2) a transition phase in which diverse and inconsistent solutions are given, such as duplicates as well as partially correct answers; and (3) analogical reasoning with mostly correct solutions. We specify at least three phases because earlier work relied mostly on multiple-choice items with answer options including only duplication, partial and correct solutions, i.e. typical solutions from non-analogical, transitioning and analogical reasoning phases. For example, Siegler and Svetina (2002) found that 6-year-old children generally progressed from a phase with only duplicate solutions (i.e., copies of another problem element), to a phase with other errors (a combined category of partially correct solutions and perceptual distractors) and finally correct analogical solutions. Yet, similarly, Hosenfeld et al. (1997) examined 6–8-year-olds spontaneous analogy solving as it developed over eight sessions within a six-month period using open-format items and found signs of discontinuous change: a qualitative dip in performance with highly variable solution strategies when transitioning from non-analogical to figural analogical solutions was followed by a sudden jump in performance.

Practice and feedback in microgenetic and dynamic testing contexts clearly help children learn to solve analogies (Chen et al., 2016; Cheshire et al., 2007; Resing et al., 2017; Stevenson, Hickendorff, et al., 2013; Tunteler et al., 2008; Tzuriel & George, 2009). Training with graduated prompts, a form of tutoring feedback that builds up from general to specific hints that guide the learner to the correct solution, appears especially effective in improving children’s analogical reasoning (Campione & Brown, 1987; Resing & Elliott, 2011) and helps children shift from non-analogical to analogical reasoning strategies (Stevenson, 2017). This may be due to learning to use relational terms, such as “color” or “size” rather than “red” or “big”, which is essential for the “relational shift” to occur (Gentner et al., 1995). However, the extensive graduated prompting sequence is not always necessary; multiple-try feedback, which does not provide feedback beyond correct/incorrect, appears nearly as effective as graduated prompting for children who already apply analogical (relational) reasoning strategies (Stevenson, 2017). In the current study we used these two training approaches to accelerate children's learning of analogical reasoning and compared their effect on children's paths from non-analogical to analogical reasoning.

2. Current study

In sum, research shows that children transition from non-analogical to analogical solutions both spontaneously and with training, and in both cases there is much variability in the types of solutions they provide. However, it is unclear which children transition when and how from non-analogical to analogical reasoning. Age and the accompanying increases in relational knowledge clearly play a role, where younger children are less likely to correctly solve analogies. Working memory is also related to children’s initial ability to solve figural analogies. But, training focusing on relational reasoning can help young children or children with lower processing capacity replace non-analogical (e.g., duplication) solution strategies with analogical reasoning so working memory may not be a necessary precondition for the shift from non-analogical to analogical reasoning. We used constructed-response figural analogies so that we could see which solutions the children actually constructed rather than selected based on limited response options that may not cover solutions from all phases of analogical reasoning development. The items contained familiar objects (i.e., animal figures) and relations (e.g., color, size) to ensure that the children had knowledge of the relations involved in the analogies. These were administered to 4–10-year-old children, an age range that was expected to cover all phases in analogical reasoning development that is thought to change most at 6–8 years of age (Tunteler et al., 2008), and within a dynamic testing context (pretest-training-training-posttest) to accelerate development. Our main research questions were: (1) Can we distinguish different analogical and non-analogical reasoning phases that reflect qualitative individual differences in children’s matrix analogy solving?; (2) How do children transition between these phases when learning analogical reasoning?; and (3) To what extent are children’s initial phases and transitions between phases related to age-group, working memory and type of training?. We applied latent transition analysis (e.g., Collins & Lanza, 2010) on children’s types of solutions on the pretest and posttest items to explore the children’s phases and transitions in analogical reasoning and to examine whether age-group, working memory and/or type of training (graduated prompts or multiple-try feedback) were related to the individual differences herein. Based on the literature we hypothesized, first, that there are at least three main phases in analogical reasoning: non-analogical reasoning characterized by mostly duplicate solutions; a transition phase where a mix of duplicate, partially correct, and other solution types occur; analogical reasoning where duplicates are no longer given and analogies are consistently solved (partially) correctly. Second, we expected most children to transition sequentially through these phases, non-analogical followed by a transition phase and then followed by analogical reasoning as the literature reports few cases of children that return to duplication once children solve a set of figural analogies correctly above chance level (Hosenfeld et al., 1997; Siegler & Svetina, 2002). Third, we hypothesized that the three discussed accounts (maturational, processing capacity, and relational knowledge) each contribute to the understanding of analogical reasoning development. Therefore we expected age-group (maturational and relational knowledge accounts) and working memory (processing account) to help predict a child’s initial phase as well as transitions in analogy solving and that graduated prompts training (which provides relational terms during instructions) would lead to qualitatively greater gains (i.e., more transitions to an analogical reasoning phase) in analogical reasoning than multiple-try feedback.
The number of transformations vertically by color, orientation, position, size, quantity or animal type. Animals as objects (see Fig. 1). The animals changed horizontally or figurally analogies (A:B::C:? comprise of 2 × 2 matrices with familiar animals as objects (see Fig. 1). The animals changed horizontally or vertically. The orientational analogies could be solved horizontally or vertically. Essentially, the children selected an animal figure in a chosen color and size from the top of the screen. They then dragged and dropped the figure into the empty box. Here they use the mouse to drag it to a different position within the solution box or they could click on the figure to change the orientation. They could also easily remove an animal by dragging it to a position outside of the solution box. Each of the animal figures could be selected multiple times so the children could add as many figures as they thought were necessary to the solution, but there was a limit to how many figures could actually fit into the empty box as they were not allowed to overlap (the software automatically placed them side-by-side).

3. Methods

3.1. Participants

A total of 388 children from five age-groups (kindergarten through fourth grade, 66–90 children per age-group) were recruited from seven urban public elementary schools of similar middle class SES in the south-west of the Netherlands. The sample consisted of 186 boys and 202 girls, with a mean age of 7 years, 11 months (range 4–10 years). The schools were selected based upon their willingness to participate and written informed consent for children’s participation was obtained from the parents or caregivers. The data collection for this study was approved by the Psychology Research Ethics Committee at Leiden University, the Netherlands.

3.2. Design & procedure

This study comprised a pretest-training-training-posttest design (see Fig. 2 for a complete depiction of study design). The children within each classroom were randomly allocated to one of two training conditions: (1) intelligent tutoring feedback or (2) multiple-try feedback. Four analogy dynamic testing sessions took place weekly and lasted 20–30 min each. Prior to the first analogy testing session the children were also administered the Automated Working Memory Assessment to assess verbal (subtest listening recall) and visuo-spatial (subtest spatial span) working memory (Alloway, 2007). All participants were tested individually in a quiet room at the child’s school by educational psychology students trained in the procedure. The children received stickers after each session and a certificate upon completion.

3.3. Materials

3.3.1. Analogical reasoning assessment with AnimaLogica

AnimaLogica, a dynamic test of analogical reasoning including pretest, training and posttest phases, was used to test and train children in analogical reasoning (Stevenson, Hickendorff, et al., 2013). The orientational analogies (A:B::C?) comprise of 2 × 2 matrices with familiar animals as objects (see Fig. 1). The animals changed horizontally or vertically by color, orientation, position, size, quantity or animal type. The number of transformations – or object changes – provides an indication of item difficulty, where items with two transformations are considered the easiest and items with six transformations the most difficult (Mulholland, Pellegrino, & Glaser, 1980). The children were asked to construct the solution to the analogy using drag & drop functions to place animal figures into the empty box in the lower left or right quadrant of the matrix. A maximum of two different animals were present in each analogy. These were available in three colors (red, yellow, blue) and two sizes (large, small). The orientation (facing left or right) could be changed by clicking the animal figure. Quantity was specified by the number of animal figures placed in the empty box. Position was specified by location of the figure placed in the box – this was automatically restricted to the top, middle or bottom location in the software.

Duplicate solutions were a copy of the quadrant next to or above the solution box; if a solution could be categorized as either partial or duplicate then we coded this as a duplicate. Other solutions were those in which 50% or more of the solution features were incorrect (i.e., three or more transformations were incorrectly applied). See Fig. 1 for an example of each type of solution.

3.3.1.2. Example items. Before each testing or training session two example items were provided with the instruction “Here’s a puzzle with animal pictures. The animals from this box have been taken away. Can you figure out which one goes in the empty box?”. If the child’s solution was incorrect the correct solution was shown to assist task understanding, but without further explanation to avoid training the children further. During the testing phases the remaining items were administered without feedback.

3.3.1.3. Test items. The pretest and posttest items were isomorphs in which the items only differed in color and type of animal, but utilized the exact same transformations to ensure the same difficulty level. The number and difficulty level of the items differed somewhat per age group. The internal consistency of each of the versions was considered very good with Cronbach’s α ≥ 0.88. In this study we focused on fifteen items that were included in each version of the test and solved by all children (αpretest = 0.90, αposttest = 0.88).

3.3.1.4. Training items. Each child solved 10 training items, none of which were present in the pre- or posttest to avoid memory effects. The items for each of the five age-groups were increasingly difficult, where the two easiest items were dropped and two slightly more difficult items were added for each subsequent age-group. Cronbach’s alpha
Coefficient of internal consistency was computed per training item set across all first responses per item. The reliabilities ranged from $\alpha = 0.57$ to $\alpha = 0.79$; these are all considered satisfactory for 10 items.

3.3.1.5. Training procedures. The children in the intelligent tutoring feedback condition were trained according to the graduated prompts method, which has a long history within the context of dynamic testing of providing effective individualized short-term training of inductive reasoning abilities, such as analogical reasoning (Campione & Brown, 1987; Resing & Elliott, 2011). These consist of stepwise instructions beginning with general, metacognitive prompts, such as focusing attention, followed by cognitive hints, emphasizing the transformations and solution procedure, and ending with step-by-step scaffolds to solve the problem (see Table 1). In this version of AnimaLogica all instructions were provided by the trainer, and in some cases they were accompanied by visual effects supporting the explanations (see Fig. 3). A maximum of five prompts were administered. Once the children answered an item correctly they were asked to explain their answer to the trainer; no further prompts were provided and the next item was administered (for a more detailed description of the procedure see Stevenson, 2017). The children in the multiple-try feedback condition received auditory feedback during the training sessions on whether or not the outcome was correct. This was repeated until the item was solved correctly or five attempts were made to solve the item. After the fifth incorrect attempt the correct solution was shown before proceeding to the next item. If a correct solution was found before five attempts, then the next item was administered.

3.3.2. Automated working memory assessment (AWMA, Alloway, 2007)

The Listening Recall task was administered to measure verbal working memory. The child heard a sequence of spoken sentences (e.g., “bicycles can walk”) and was asked to say whether the sentence was true or false immediately following the sentence (e.g., “false”) and then to repeat the first word of each of the presented sentences (e.g., “bicycles”, …). The sequence length began with a single sentence and increased by one sentence after four correct trials within a block of six trials. The task was terminated if less than four “first words” were correctly recalled. Scores were based on correctly recalled first words in the correct order. The total number of correctly recalled sequences was scored. The test-retest reliability of the Listening Recall subtest is 0.79 (Alloway, Gathercole, & Pickering, 2006).

The Spatial Span task was administered to examine visuo-spatial working memory. The child was presented with sequences of two shapes that were either facing the same (i.e., rotated but not mirrored) or opposite (i.e., rotated and mirrored) direction. Immediately after each presented pair the child was asked to convey whether the shapes were facing the same or the opposite direction. After each sequence of shape pairs, the child was asked to recall and point to the locations of the red dots that were displayed next to each right-hand shape. The sequences of shape pairs increased by one after four correct trials within a block of six trials. The task was terminated if less than four “red dot locations” were correctly recalled. The total number of correctly recalled sequences was scored. The test-retest reliability of the Spatial Span subtest is 0.82 (Alloway et al., 2006).

3.4. Statistical analyses

The aims of the analyses were to: (1) identify phases reflecting qualitative individual differences in analogical reasoning, characterized by the types of solutions children used across the measurement occasions, (2) distinguish the paths children took from pretest to posttest while acquiring the skill of analogical reasoning, and (3) investigate individual differences in the occurrence of the phases and pathways related to the child variables working memory, grade, and training condition. We used Latent Class Transition models to achieve these aims with our complex categorical data (e.g., Collins & Lanza, 2010; Hickendorff, Edelsbrunner, McMullen, Schneider, & Trezise, 2017). Latent class models aim to identify qualitative individual differences between participants—“hidden” subgroups—based on a set of categorical response variables. Individuals within a subgroup share a characteristic response pattern that is distinct from the patterns in the other subgroup(s). These subgroups can represent different stages or phases in learning (e.g., Bouwmeester, Sijtsma, & Vermunt, 2004), such

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prompt</th>
<th>Verbal instruction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Here’s a puzzle with animal pictures. The animals from this box have been taken away. Can you figure out which ones go in the empty box?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Do you remember what to do? Look carefully. Think hard. Now try to solve the puzzle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>This animal picture changes to this one. This one should change the same way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>So what changes here? Ok remember this one changes the same way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>See, this picture changes to this one because…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Which animal goes in the empty box? The elephant or the horse? What color should it be? Red, yellow or blue? … Size? Quantity? Orientation? Position?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. (a) Depiction of visual effects emphasizes cues from prompt 1 to “Look carefully”, “Think hard” and then “Try to solve the puzzle” (these are not all shown at once). (b) Visual effects emphasizing prompt 5 where scaffolds are used to solve the puzzle: “Which animal belongs in the empty box?”.
as the different phases in learning to solve analogies that we aimed to identify. Furthermore, when data are collected on two (or more) measurement occasions latent class transition models can identify the developmental pathways. Discontinuous, phase-like change can be captured by the transition probabilities that represent the likelihood to move from one phase to any of the other phases. In the current study, we characterized the paths children take in learning analogical reasoning (i.e., between pretest and posttest) by analyzing whether and how the children moved between phases over time. Three sets of parameters are estimated: initial class probabilities reflecting the prevalence of each class at pretest; conditional probabilities, the probability of each of the solution categories per item per class which conveys the class-specific characteristic response patterns and is used to interpret the classes; the transition probabilities, which is the likelihood to move from any one class at pretest to each class at posttest.

The latent transition analyses (LTA) were conducted with Latent Gold 5.0 (Vermunt & Magidson, 2013a). In order to soundly capture the change during dynamic testing, we only used the items that were administered in all sessions in our analyses. Therefore, input data were the solutions on the 15 items administered at both pretest and posttest (no training items as these differed from test items), which were classified into one of four categories: duplication, partial analogical reasoning, correct, and other. The model fit procedure we used consisted of several steps. First, we ran LTA models (without covariates) with an increasing number of classes to find the optimal number of latent classes or phases. The decision to select a particular model was based on a combination of model-fit statistics, where we used the BIC as it has been shown to perform best (Nylund, Asparouhov, & Muthén, 2008), and conceptual appeal of the results (Collins & Lanza, 2010). Second, we checked to what extent the time-invariance of the classes was supported by conducting latent class analyses (LCAs) on the data for the pretest and posttest separately.

Third, after having selected the number of classes and checked the similarity of the classes resulting from the LTA (pretest and posttest simultaneously) and the separate LCAs (pretest and posttest separately), the child variables grade (sample-standardized), working memory (verbal and visual composite score, sample-standardized), training type (tutoring or multiple-try feedback), and training intensity (sample-standardized number of hints received during training) were added as covariates to the LTA. We tested the effects of the covariates for statistical significance with a Likelihood Ratio Test. This test statistic is based on the improvement in model fit (log-likelihood) when comparing the more complex model that includes the effect of interest compared to the simpler model without this effect. This yields a test statistic that can be tested against the chi-square distribution, with degrees of freedom equal to the number of parameters estimated for the effect of interest.

With a forward selection procedure we determined which covariate effects on (a) the initial class probabilities, and (b) the transition probabilities should be in the model. In modeling the covariate effects on transition probabilities, we used the “standard logits” option rather than the “transition logits” option, meaning that the effects of a covariate on the probabilities to move to each of the posttest classes did not vary across the pretest classes (Vermunt & Magidson, 2013b). In other words, the covariates affected the likelihood to move to each of the classes at posttest irrespective of the class children were in at pretest. This is much more parsimonious than estimating covariate effects on all transition probabilities, and the model fit turned out to be not significantly worse. To check whether all effects selected in the forward selection procedure contributed to the model, we checked whether covariates with non-significant Wald-statistics (Vermunt & Magidson, 2013b) could be removed without significantly affecting the model fit.

Since covariates may affect the model parameters (conditional probabilities) and hence the interpretation of the model (e.g., Collins & Lanza, 2010), as a fourth step we checked whether the same number of classes would have been selected with the selected covariate effects (as determined by the forward selection and backwards elimination procedures) in the model. Therefore, we re-ran LTA-models with an increasing number of classes, but now with the covariate effects included, and selected the optimal number of classes based on model-fit statistics. The alternative to include the covariates already in the model selection procedure was not practically feasible, because there were too many possible effects (4 covariates, on 5 initial class size parameters and on 25 transition probabilities parameters) to include all of them.

After these four steps converged in the selection of one final model, the parameter estimates of this model were interpreted to answer the research questions. To address the first research questions concerning the identification of phases of analogical reasoning learning cross-sectionally, we interpreted the class-specific probabilities to use each solution category per item. To address the second research question concerning the characterization of children’s movement between phases over time, we interpreted the transition probabilities. To address the third research question, concerning the effects of child variables (grade and working memory) and training characteristics (training type and training intensity), we interpreted the selected effects of these variables as covariates on either (a) the likelihood to be in any one of the phases at pretest, and (b) the likelihood to move from any phase at pretest to any phase at posttest (the pathways).

4. Results

4.1. Descriptive statistics

Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics of the children’s analogy solving performance at pretest and posttest, training intensity as well as working memory composite scores, by grade and training type. Performance improved with grade on all four measures (note inverse of training intensity implies improvement), \(F(4,383) > 54.2, p < 0.001\). The were no differences between the two training conditions on pretest, posttest or working memory composite scores \(F(1,386) < 1.6, p > 0.05\). However, training intensity differed between the multiple-try and tutoring feedback conditions, with greater feedback requirements in the multiple-try group \(t(387) = 3.38, p < 0.001\). Analogy solving performance at posttest was higher than at pretest \(t(387) = −19.03, p < 0.001\). In addition, the four measures were each strongly related to the others (ps < 0.001).

4.2. Model selection procedure

In the first step, we estimated a set of latent class transition models with one to seven latent classes (see Table 3 for model fit statistics and supplementary materials2 for details of all models). The model with five latent classes had the lowest BIC-value. Models with three to six classes were interpreted for conceptual appeal. The classes in the models with three, four and six classes could be mapped conceptually on those of the five-class model. In the three-class solution the first two (more advanced reasoners) classes were merged into one class and this was also the case for the middle two classes (transitioning); the last class (duplicators) was nearly the same as that of the five-class solution. For four-class solution, the middle two classes were redistributed into the middle three classes in the five-class solution, whereas the first and last class remained virtually identical. Similarly, the first three classes in the

---

2 The final data set and analysis results are available in the model-selection folder of our online supplementary material: https://osf.io/8xn5r/files/.
Table 2
Descriptive statistics of pretest and posttest performance (percentage correctly solved analogies), working memory composite score, training intensity (number of times feedback was given during training); means (SDs) and correlations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Correlations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple-try</td>
<td>Tutoring</td>
<td>feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KG</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>4.8 (10.3)</td>
<td>11.9 (18.4)</td>
<td>31.5 (26.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest</td>
<td>15.5 (16.8)</td>
<td>38.7 (26.4)</td>
<td>56.6 (20.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working memory</td>
<td>15.4 (7.8)</td>
<td>22.1 (7.6)</td>
<td>27.4 (6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training intensity</td>
<td>27.8 (12.8)</td>
<td>19.9 (13.3)</td>
<td>11.9 (10.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n = 75 | 90 | 87 | 66 | 70 | 196 | 192 | 388

* p < 0.001.

Table 3
Model fit statistics of the estimated and compared Latent Class Transition models. The lowest BIC-value, a criterion to select the best model, is printed in boldface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Classes</th>
<th>LL</th>
<th>BIC</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th># Parameters</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Classification error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>–13,947.6</td>
<td>28,163.4</td>
<td>28,030.1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>–11,049.9</td>
<td>22,654.1</td>
<td>22,378.8</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>–10,359.9</td>
<td>21,572.3</td>
<td>21,148.9</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>–9,781.8</td>
<td>20,726.0</td>
<td>20,148.6</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>–9,521.2</td>
<td>20,526.8</td>
<td>19,789.5</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>–9,387.9</td>
<td>20,593.9</td>
<td>19,687.2</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>–9,264.6</td>
<td>20,693.1</td>
<td>19,618.3</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Model fit statistics of latent transition models with covariates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Effects on pretest phase occurrence</th>
<th>Effects on transition probabilities</th>
<th>LL</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>BIC</th>
<th>LRT (df)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–9521.2</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>20,526.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block A: predictors affecting pretest phase occurrence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–9376.0</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>20,260.1</td>
<td>290.5 (4)</td>
<td>M0 &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Grade + WM</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–9353.0</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>20,238.1</td>
<td>45.9 (4)</td>
<td>A1 &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block B: predictors affecting transitioning probabilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>Grade + WM</td>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>–9245.1</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>20,046.1</td>
<td>215.8 (4)</td>
<td>A2 &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>Grade + WM</td>
<td>Grade + WM</td>
<td>–9239.4</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>20,058.4</td>
<td>11.5 (4)</td>
<td>B1 0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>Grade + WM</td>
<td>Grade + WM + training condition</td>
<td>–9234.2</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>20,071.9</td>
<td>10.3 (4)</td>
<td>B2 0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>Grade + WM</td>
<td>Grade + WM + training condition + training intensity</td>
<td>–9188.7</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>20,004.8</td>
<td>90.9 (4)</td>
<td>B3 &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>Grade + WM</td>
<td>Grade + WM + training condition + training intensity</td>
<td>–9187.7</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>20,026.5</td>
<td>2.1 (4)</td>
<td>B4 0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6</td>
<td>Grade + WM</td>
<td>Grade + training intensity</td>
<td>–9189.3</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>19,958.3</td>
<td>1.13 (8)</td>
<td>B3 0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* P = number of parameters estimated.

1 Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) involves a comparison between the current model including the predictor variable to be tested and the previous model without that predictor variable.

2 WM = working memory.

five-class solution were redistributed into the first four classes in the six-class solution, whereas the last two classes remained the same. The three-class and four-class models were deemed a bit too crude by not distinguishing between children with idiosyncratic solutions from those who were already in one of the more developed phases, whereas extra differentiation resulting from the six-class model was not very relevant conceptually. Based on conceptual appeal and the relative fit statistics, we therefore selected the five-class model.

In the second step, separate latent class analyses for the pretest and posttest data were conducted to check the time-invariance of the latent classes resulting from the latent transition analysis. For the pretest data a four-class solution was optimal. The patterns of conditional probabilities mirrored those of the first four classes in the latent transition analyses, as did the class sizes. Since the fifth class was nearly empty at pretest in the LTA it was to be expected that this class did not emerge as a separate class in the LCA on the pretest data. These patterns corroborate with those of the latent transition analysis described above.

In the second step, separate latent class analyses for the pretest and posttest data were conducted to check the time-invariance of the latent classes resulting from the latent transition analysis. For the pretest data a four-class solution was optimal. The patterns of conditional probabilities mirrored those of the first four classes in the latent transition analyses, as did the class sizes. Since the fifth class was nearly empty at pretest in the LTA, it was to be expected that this class did not emerge as a separate class in the LCA on the pretest data. These patterns corroborate with those of the latent transition analysis described above.
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measures had a significant effect on pretest phase occurrence, and models B1 and B2 showed that these variables also affected the transition probabilities. Further, adding training condition (model B3) and training intensity (model B4) were both significant, whereas the interaction effect between training condition and training intensity (model B5) was not. Finally, we checked the Wald statistics of each of the effects in model B4. The effects of working memory and training condition on transition probabilities were not significant (Wald < 0.59). Removing these two effects in model B6 did not result in a significant decrease in model fit and this model had the lowest BIC-value across all models. Therefore, we selected model B6 as the final model. In this model, grade affected both pretest phase occurrence and transition probabilities, working memory only affected the pretest phase occurrence, and the training intensity affected the transition probabilities.

Since adding covariates may affect the model solution, we re-estimated models with one to seven latent classes but now with the covariate effects as in model B6. Again, the model with five latent classes had the lowest BIC-value. Second, we checked the congruence of the five-class model without covariates (model M0) and with covariates (model B6), and the interpretations were highly comparable.

In conclusion, the model selection procedure resulted in the final model with five latent classes, were the children's grade and working memory affected the pretest phase occurrence, and the children's grade and intensity of the training (between pretest and posttest) affected the transition probabilities, as illustrated in Fig. 4. This model had a classification error of 0.033 and an R-square entropy of 0.946, meaning that the quality of the classification was good. The model parameter estimates of this final model are interpreted to address the three research questions.

4.3. Phases in analogical reasoning

The first research aim was to identify phases reflecting qualitative individual differences in analogical reasoning, characterized by the types of solutions the children used across pretest and posttest. Fig. 5 depicts the conditional probabilities for each of the solution categories in each latent class – which we call phase from now on. To ease interpretation, we averaged these probabilities across items of similar difficulty (easy items were solved correctly by 50% or more of children, intermediate items by 35 to 45%, and difficult items by < 35%; there were 5 items in each category). Now we provide a conceptual interpretation of the five latent phases in the best fitting model. Please note that the order of the latent phases from the analysis was arbitrary (label switching problem, Collins & Lanza, 2010), so we report these in the order we consider most logical.

Latent class 1 was labeled duplication phase because in this phase children were very likely to use duplication on all items. Latent class 2 was labeled idiosyncratic phase because these children solved easy items in a variety of ways, although partial analogical solutions were most common, and they generally solved more difficult items with other, idiosyncratic, non-analogical reasoning strategies. Children in latent class 3, labeled beginner analogical phase, were likely to solve easy items correctly and provide partial analogical solutions on average and more difficult items. Children in latent class 4 generally solved easy items correctly and had roughly a 50–50% chance of solving more difficult items correctly or partially correct; therefore this class was labeled intermediate analogical phase. Finally, children in latent class 5 solved most items correctly, and when mistakes were made the solution was partially correct; thus, we labeled this class the advanced analogical phase.

In addition to qualitative inter-individual differences the five latent phases identified, an interesting pattern of intra-individual differences within the phases also emerged. Specifically, for children in the idiosyncratic, beginner analogical, and partial analogical reasoning phases the likelihood of more advanced solutions (correct, partial) decreased at the cost of less advanced solutions (duplication, other) for more difficult items. Interestingly, this pattern did not emerge in the duplication phase, where children consistently applied duplication irrespective of item difficulty.

4.4. Paths from pretest to posttest

Our second research aim concerned possible learning paths children take when learning analogical reasoning. To examine this we focused on the probabilities that a child would move from a particular phase at pretest to each of the (other) phase at posttest and the proportion of children in each class at pretest and posttest. Table 5 presents all probabilities and Fig. 6 illustrates them graphically.

We see that children were much more likely to move to a more advanced phase from pretest to posttest than to stay in the same phase or move to a less advanced one (Fig. 6). First, children were unlikely to stay in the duplication phase (only 13% of the pretest-duplicants did) and instead tended to transition to beginner or intermediate analogical reasoning. Second, it was very unlikely to transition to the duplication phase from any other phase. Consequently, the duplication phase was much more prevalent at pretest (24%) than at posttest (6%). Third, children who started off in the idiosyncratic, beginner analogical, or
intermediate analogical phases were very likely to move “up” one or two phases. Fourth, at pretest the advanced analogical phase was practically empty (< 0.1% of the children) whereas 36% of the children were in that phase at posttest. Our results thus far indicate that most children’s analogical reasoning improved from pretest to posttest – progressing towards more advanced analogical reasoning phases.

4.5. Individual differences predicting analogical reasoning phases and learning paths

To address the third research question we interpret the results of the covariate effects: grade and working memory affecting pretest phase occurrence, and grade and training intensity affecting the transition probabilities. The multinomial regression coefficients are in Table 6.

The effects of grade and working memory on the phase occurrence (top rows of Table 6) at pretest are shown in Fig. 7. These two plots show a very similar pattern: older children (i.e., upper grades) and children with greater working memory are more likely to be in the intermediate analogical phase and less likely to be in the duplication or idiosyncratic reasoning phases; the likelihood of being in the beginner analogical reasoning phase peaks around the second grade (7–8 years old) and for children with average working memory scores.

The effect of grade and training intensity on the transition probabilities (bottom row of Table 6) are in opposite directions. That is,

Table 5
Marginal proportion of occurrence of each latent class at pretest and posttest, and transition probabilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Pretest size</th>
<th>Probability to transition to</th>
<th>Posttest size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Duplication</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.13 0.14 0.34 0.38 0.01</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Idiosyncratic</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.13 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.03</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Beginner</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.00 0.03 0.20 0.38 0.38</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Intermediate</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.01 0.01 0.01 0.18 0.77</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Advanced</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02 0.02 0.02 0.46 0.48</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
when children get into higher grades the likelihood to move into the duplication, idiosyncratic, or beginner analogical class at posttest decreases, and the likelihood to move into the advanced analogical class at posttest increases. In contrast, the higher the intensity of the training children received between pretest and posttest, the more likely they were to move into the duplication or idiosyncratic class at posttest, and the less likely they were to change into the intermediate analogical or advanced analogical class at posttest.

5. Discussion

The main aim of this paper was to provide a more detailed account of children's figural analogical reasoning development – more specifically we aimed to shed some light on which phases occur and which children transition when and how through these phases. We approached this by categorizing kindergarten to fourth grade children's (erroneous) solutions from a pretest-training-posttest study and analyzed the data with latent transition analyses. We now discuss three main findings: (1) analyses revealed five latent phases of analogical reasoning; (2) children generally progressed to more advanced reasoning phases from pretest to posttest; (3) age-group and how much feedback the child received during training were the clearest indicators of children's learning paths and rates of change, whereas working memory was only related to the children's reasoning phase at pretest, but not to their rate and path of change from pretest to posttest.

5.1. Latent phases in figural analogical reasoning

We hypothesized that there would be at least three main phases of figural analogical reasoning: a non-analogical phase characterized by mostly duplicate solutions; a transition phase where a mix of solution types occur; and an analogical reasoning phase where duplicates are no longer given and analogies are consistently solved (partially) correctly. Instead, we identified five latent phases. We found two non-analogical reasoning phases, duplication and idiosyncratic. "Duplication" stood out as qualitatively different from the other phases as children in this phase solved almost all analogies by duplicating one of the matrix quadrants – irrespective of item difficulty; this was considered the least advanced phase and comprised 24% of children on the pretest and only 6% of children at posttest. The children's solutions in the "idiosyncratic" phase were also variable, but in this case partial solutions were generally provided on average and difficult items. In both cases, hardly any of the analogies were solved correctly. In contrast, the remaining three

Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effects on pretest phase occurrence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>−0.96 (0.36)</td>
<td>−0.72 (0.37)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.35)</td>
<td>1.51 (0.35)</td>
<td>−0.58 (1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training intensity</td>
<td>1.97 (0.40)</td>
<td>2.87 (0.45)</td>
<td>0.28 (0.30)</td>
<td>−2.13 (0.44)</td>
<td>−2.99 (0.71)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Graph of children’s learning paths from pretest to posttest to/from each phase: non-analogical duplication, non-analogical idiosyncratic, beginner analogical, intermediate analogical, and advanced analogical reasoning. Node sizes are proportional to number of children in that phase; darker, thicker lines represent more children transitioning from the pretest to posttest phase. Only paths taken by at least 3% of all children are displayed.

Fig. 7. Percentage of children in each class for each grade (upper panel) and working memory percentile range (lower panel) during pretest.
phases showed few qualitative differences, instead they mostly differed with regard to how many items were solved (partially) correctly. In the “beginner analogical” reasoning phase, easy items were generally solved correctly, whereas average and difficult items were generally (partially) correct. Duplicate and other solutions also occurred in this phase, so there was some variability in solution type; therefore, this phase could perhaps be considered a transition phase where children transition from associative to relational reasoning strategies (e.g., Hosenfeld et al., 1997; Siegler & Svetina, 2002). The two most advanced phases ‘intermediate analogical reasoning’ and ‘advanced analogical reasoning’ could be characterized by mostly partially correct or correct solutions on nearly all matrix analogies; in both cases, the children were clearly capable of solving the matrix analogies, but sometimes – especially on more difficult items in the intermediate analogical phase – they made mistakes (e.g., used the wrong sized animal) when solving them. None of the children were ‘advanced analogical reasoners’ at pretest and 36% solved most analogies correctly at posttest.

Previous work on children’s matrix analogy solving often points to only two or three phases of reasoning. For example, Siegler and Svetina (2002) found that children generally progressed from a duplication phase to a phase with partially correct solutions in the trials leading up to the discovery of the how to correctly solve matrix analogies. Hosenfeld et al. (1997) found evidence of a similar transition from non-analogical to analogical reasoning. Our results reflect similar phases – non-analogical (duplication or idiosyncratic), transitioning to analogical (beginners), and analogical (intermediate and advanced); but, we have made further distinctions in the initial and later phases. Furthermore, our findings support Siegler and Svetina’s (2002) conclusion that the transition from non-analogical to analogical reasoning is rather abrupt – in the “beginner” phase, the transition phase we identified, we see that children are already quite capable of solving analogies (partially) correct. Also, by using constructed-response items, rather than multiple-choice, we were able to demonstrate that children actually create duplicates, partially correct and various other solutions even if these are not offered. Furthermore, our results also show that the most variability in strategy-use occurs when transitioning (“beginner” phase), but not while duplicating or once figural analogy solving has been mastered, rather than throughout the acquisition of analogical reasoning (e.g., Resing et al., 2017; Siegler & Svetina, 2002; Tunteler et al., 2008).

5.2. Learning paths in figural analogical reasoning

When we look at the children’s learning paths, we found, in line with our hypothesis, that children sequentially progressed towards more advanced analogical reasoning phases from pretest to posttest. But, there was still much variability in both the children’s learning rates and paths. For example, some children stayed in one of the non-analogical phases, whereas others moved from a non-analogical phase at pretest to one of the most advanced phases, intermediate analogical reasoning, at posttest. Also, the only time children transitioned “down” a phase was from the idiosyncratic to the duplicating phase. Whenever children started in one of the analogical reasoning phases (beginner, intermediate, or advanced analogical) they either stayed in that phase or moved up, but not down. This implies that duplication and idiosyncratic reasoning phases can be seen as “entry” phases rather than phases children progress through when learning analogy solving. Relatedly, a qualitative change appears to take place in how children solve figural analogies when they progress from duplication or idiosyncratic reasoning to other phases – the shift from associative to relational strategies often noted in the literature (Bulloch & Opfer, 2009; Gentner, 1988). Our results imply that some children make this shift in response to training, whereas others do not, which we discuss in further detail in the next paragraph. After this shift in reasoning occurs it appears that learning to solve figural analogies becomes more and more refined, more of a quantitative shift, with increasingly more partial solutions being replaced by correct ones. In sum, our results show that analogical reasoning development cannot be captured by a one-size-fits-all pattern.

5.3. How age, working memory and training influence figural analogy solving development

We expected each of the three well-known accounts of analogical reasoning development, those of maturational, processing capacity and relational knowledge, to contribute to our understanding of which phases and learning paths children follow when learning to solve figural analogies. First, based on the maturational and knowledge accounts we expected children’s analogical reasoning to improve with age. Indeed, the youngest children (Kindergarten and first graders) generally started off in the “duplication” phase. The “beginner analogical” or “intermediate analogical” reasoning phases at pretest contained mostly third and fourth graders. Second graders could be found in each of the phases at pretest. These age-groups correspond to those in the literature where 4–6 year-olds often require simplified tasks and additional instruction to solve analogies using relational rather than associative reasoning, whereas older children generally use relational information and are increasingly capable of correctly solving matrix analogies (Chen et al., 2016; Goswami & Brown, 1990a; Rattermann & Gentner, 1998). Our cross-sectional observations mirror Siegler & Svetina’s finding that age-related changes in analogical reasoning are similar to microgenetic changes within an age-group (Siegler & Svetina, 2002).

Children’s age is a strong predictor of their ability to reason by analogy and our results are no exception. We also found that age was related to children’s progression in figural analogy solving from pretest to posttest; more specifically, older children had “faster” learning trajectories and generally only the oldest age-groups, third and fourth graders, reached the most advanced phase of analogical reasoning. Previous microgenetic, dynamic testing, and training studies of analogical reasoning often included children within a small age range and/or did not include items that challenged older children (Alexander et al., 1989; Resing et al., 2017; Siegler & Svetina, 2002; Stevenson, Hickendorff, et al., 2013; Tunteler et al., 2008); we tested a relatively large age range and included items of varying difficulty. Consequently, our findings extend those of existing studies that examine the role of age in children’s analogical reasoning development.

Second, based on the executive functions account, we expected the children’s initial phase and path to be related to their performance on a working memory task. More specifically, children in more advanced phases and “faster” trajectories were expected to have higher working memory scores. Nearly 60% of the children in the “idiosyncratic” reasoning phase at pretest fell into the lowest working memory group, whereas approximately 80% of the children with above average working memory scores were “intermediate” analogical reasoners at pretest (the most advanced phase that occurred at that point). So, our findings show a positive relationship between working memory and analogical reasoning phase. This is in line with the literature showing that working memory plays a central role in cognitive and computational models of analogical reasoning (Gentner & Forbus, 2011; Halford, Wilson, & McDonald, 1995) and is strongly related to children’s initial analogy solving skills even after accounting for age (Resing et al., 2017; Stevenson, 2017; Stevenson, Hickendorff, et al., 2013). This also fits nicely with executive processing accounts of children’s analogy solving development (e.g., Richland et al., 2006; Thibaut & French, 2016). However, the influence of working memory on children’s analogy solving progression in microgenetic and dynamic testing studies have produced contradictory results and demonstrated – at the least – that it is not the only mechanism driving analogical reasoning development (Resing et al., 2017; Ropovik et al., 2016; Stevenson, 2017). In contrast to expectations, working memory was not related to the children’s learning paths, i.e., transitions from one phase to another,
in the current study. It could be that training somehow lowered the cognitive load of analogy solving, thereby neutralizing the effect of limited working memory, and leading to better analogy solving, which we will discuss next. However, in the future it would be important to examine this hypothesis by contrasting the effect of working memory on analogical reasoning development with and without training.

The third main mechanism that appears to steer analogical reasoning development is improved relational knowledge. When children learn to use abstract labels to refer to the relations between elements in an analogy they become more capable of solving analogies (Gentner, 2010). We compared two types of training, intelligent tutoring feedback (i.e., graduated prompts) and multiple-try feedback; one provided relational labels and the other did not. Surprisingly, the children’s progression from pretest to posttest did not differ much between the two training groups. Only the amount of feedback they received affected their transition path; children who needed more feedback to solve the figural analogies were less likely to progress to more advanced reasoning phases, regardless of training type. It is important to note that the children in the multiple-try condition required more feedback in general than those in the graduated prompts condition. In addition, training intensity was related to both working memory and pretest performance so including this variable may be masking other effects. The results of this one study cannot outweigh the extant evidence of the relational knowledge account (Gentner, 2010; Gentner et al., 1995).

But, it does add that relational knowledge may not need to be explicitly taught – perhaps multiple-try feedback stimulates children to change their approach, with which they independently transition to more advanced phases of analogical reasoning (e.g., Shute, 2008; Stevenson, 2017).

### 5.4. Limitations and future directions

A few limitations deserve mention when drawing conclusions about children’s phases and learning paths in analogical reasoning based on these results. First, research from the executive functions “causal” account of the development of analogical reasoning suggest that young children often fail on analogical reasoning tasks because of their inability to inhibit associative responses (such a duplications or idiosyncratic solutions) (Richland et al., 2006; Thibaut & French, 2016). We aimed to minimize the influence of inhibition control by using constructed-response items where duplication and other solutions do not need to be inhibited. However, inhibition control likely still plays a role. A limitation of this study is that we did not directly measure inhibition control – this could perhaps explain which children remained duplicators or idiosyncratic reasoners and which ones progressed to (beginner, intermediate or advanced) analogical reasoning.

Second, there were only two measurement moments, one before and one after the training sessions. We could not include the training sessions in the analyses because the items were different from those used during testing. We recommend future research to use more testing sessions, each with the same or isomorphic items, to obtain a more complete picture of which children transition when to other phases in figural analogy solving.

Third, and finally, our study’s sample size was somewhat limited. There were fifteen items at both pretest and posttest and each solution could be categorized into one of four categories. 388 participants is a small sample size for latent transition analyses. We did not have trouble estimating the different model parameters; however some of the hypothesized effects, such as the importance of working memory on transitions in the more advanced phases (Morrison et al., 2011), may not have been found due to lack of power. In the future, we advise obtaining a larger sample size to avoid this. Furthermore, we used two-hundred random starts when computing the final model in order to prevent local minima and recommend this in future work with latent transition analysis.

5.5. Conclusion

Our findings show that children’s acquisition of figural analogical reasoning can be characterized by five phases showing great variability between and within children in the types of solutions they provided. Furthermore, although children generally progressed to more advanced phases from pretest to posttest, there was great variability in the rate and path of this progression through these phases. A critical strategy shift seems to take place where children learn to process and integrate multiple dimensions in the analogy rather than just copying one of the boxes from the matrix or using an idiosyncratic approach; this echoes Gentner’s relational shift in the development of analogy solving (Gentner, 1988) and replicates the qualitative shift from non-analogical to analogical solutions in children’s figural analogy solving (Hosenfeld et al., 1997; Siegler & Svetina, 2002). However, this shift does not seem to require maturation of working memory as previously hypothesized – in most children the shift can also be induced with training, both multiple-try and tutoring feedback helped. Latent transition analysis proved to be a very powerful tool to detect these patterns: a limited number of phases and transitions described this complex longitudinal dataset with its numerous categorical response variables. Our findings provide a rich addition to the literature, providing a more detailed depiction of the variability in how figural analogical reasoning develops.
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